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"The attorney I worked with in your

network is an outstanding advocate.  He

is aggressive, expert, and practices law

with care and ethics!"

.......Lawrence G.

"There were a lot of complicated issues

surrounding our case.  Your Legal

Resource Team understood the issues

and took care of every detail!".......Mike

"One of your attorney's from your

network took my case with absolute

vigor and showed his legal skills

throughout the litigation process. 

Needless to say, the results were above

and beyond my expectations.  This is the

guy you want on your side!".....Clint

"Donald is exactly what you want in a

lawyer.  "Pit Bull" is a good description. 

As a fellow attorney, i did my research

when I needed a lawyer.  I picked your

attorney network and was very glad I

did, as my case resulted in a successful

settlement!".....Stephen K.

 

 

  

Helping Hard Working Americans Nationwide

Are you faced with crushing debt? Are your creditors calling you at all hours

or threatening a law suit? If you are looking at foreclosure or a summons to

appear, or if your medical bills, credit card debt or personal loans have

become too much to keep up on it may be time to examine your options.

Pretending that it iisn't happening won't make the situation go away. The

longer you ignore it the more expensive it will become. You and your family

deserve a second chance.

Bankruptcy Options

A Chapter 7 bankruptcy, the most common form of consumer bankruptcy,

can permanently wipe out your debts and give you the fresh start you need.

A Chapter 13 bankruptcy is an excellent solution for those with steady,

permanent income to substantially relieve their debt load. A Chapter 13 filing

can also help homeowners to stop foreclosure action and potentially

eliminate their second mortgage.

If you are overwhelmed by debt or losing your property, the federal

bankruptcy code provides protection. Bankruptcy law can protect you from

foreclosure, repossessions, creditor harassment, judgments, and lawsuits.

Once your bankruptcy has been filed, creditors can't even contact you and all

collection efforts must stop immediately.

For some, the only way to free themselves from crushing debt is through

bankruptcy. Many have no other options. Circumstances of everyday life,

such as injury or sickness, job loss, or unexpected expenses can drastically

reduce your options. Bankruptcy can help you to take control of your life

again and start working toward the future instead of just worrying about how

you will pay your bills today.

Options available include Debt Mediation, Bankruptcy, and Debt
Consolidation

At our firm, we focus primarily on the best solution for each of our client’s

unique and individual situation. That means that we are well-versed in the

laws and regulations pertaining to the best options to put our client on the

road to recovery. All of our lawyers have access to the full resources of our

network. The unlimited support your lawyer receives makes it easier for them

to serve your best interest. If you are looking for solutions and a firm that is

competent and skilled in handling your financial situation or case, then look

no further. Our firm provides information, legal assistance and representation

for the following:

Debt Consolidation

Debt Mediation

Bankruptcy overview

Chapter 7

Chapter 13

Bankruptcy myths

Life after bankruptcy
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Counselors are standing by to

help analyze your financial

situation and provide you with

multiple options to help you

better manage your finances.
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"The attorney I worked with in your

network is an outstanding advocate.  He

is aggressive, expert, and practices law

with care and ethics!"

.......Lawrence G.

"There were a lot of complicated issues

surrounding our case.  Your Legal

Resource Team understood the issues

and took care of every detail!".......Mike

"One of your attorney's from your

network took my case with absolute

vigor and showed his legal skills

throughout the litigation process. 

Needless to say, the results were above

and beyond my expectations.  This is the

guy you want on your side!".....Clint

"Donald is exactly what you want in a

lawyer.  "Pit Bull" is a good description. 

As a fellow attorney, i did my research

when I needed a lawyer.  I picked your

attorney network and was very glad I did,

as my case resulted in a successful

settlement!".....Stephen K.

  

Get the Financial Support You Need.

Legal Solutions Debt, advocacy and support is a counseling agency

dedicated to helping their clients regain control of their finances and secure a

plan for a debt free future.

Whether it’s a debt negotiation plan, modification, loss mitigation or

settlement process we are here to educate, motivate and support our clients

from start to finish.

Helping Hard Working Americans
Nationwide
Are you faced with crushing debt? Are your creditors calling you at all hours

or threatening a law suit? If you are looking at foreclosure or a summons to

appear, or if your medical bills, credit card debt or personal loans have

become too much to keep up on, it may be time to examine your options.

Pretending that it isn't happening won't make the situation go away. The

longer you ignore it the more expensive it will become. You and your family

deserve a second chance.

Each and every client that graduates debt free from the program should be

very proud of their success.

We know that the decisions that often help us the most are sometimes the

most difficult to make.

High credit card debt can be detrimental to your financial goals. Visit with a

counselor for free and leave with a customized plan to pay down debt. We

have locations available in all the states we operate. Simply fill out the

contact form to the left to make a free appointment. Our consumer credit

counselors will meet with you in-person or by phone to go over your credit,

debt, bankruptcy or housing picture and discuss your goals, options and

strategies to provide you with a clear plan of action.

Individuals facing financial difficulties experience very different situations.

That’s why, when you contact us we will help you determine the best way to

approach your situation, and provide you the best service options possible.

When you contact our counseling center, professionally trained and caring

counselors will help you:

Evaluate your current financial situation

Provide you with a detailed review of your income, assets and

expenses.

Provide personalized options based on your goals, which may include

social service referrals, educational materials and resources and

possibly a Settlement Plan.

If the Debt Negotiation and Settlement Plan is your best option we will

provide you with the complete program and details.

At the end of the counseling session you will feel good knowing that there are

options available and that you are not alone. We are always here to help and

provide you the best solution for you and your situation.
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"The attorney I worked with in your

network is an outstanding advocate.  He

is aggressive, expert, and practices law

with care and ethics!"

.......Lawrence G.

"There were a lot of complicated issues

surrounding our case.  Your Legal

Resource Team understood the issues

and took care of every detail!".......Mike

"One of your attorney's from your

network took my case with absolute

vigor and showed his legal skills

throughout the litigation process. 

Needless to say, the results were above

and beyond my expectations.  This is the

guy you want on your side!".....Clint

"Donald is exactly what you want in a

lawyer.  "Pit Bull" is a good description. 

As a fellow attorney, i did my research

when I needed a lawyer.  I picked your

attorney network and was very glad I

did, as my case resulted in a successful

settlement!".....Stephen K.

 

 

  

Helping Hard Working Americans Nationwide

Are you faced with crushing debt? Are your creditors calling you at all hours

or threatening a law suit? If you are looking at foreclosure or a summons to

appear, or if your medical bills, credit card debt or personal loans have

become too much to keep up on it may be time to examine your options.

Pretending that it iisn't happening won't make the situation go away. The

longer you ignore it the more expensive it will become. You and your family

deserve a second chance.

Bankruptcy Options

A Chapter 7 bankruptcy, the most common form of consumer bankruptcy,

can permanently wipe out your debts and give you the fresh start you need.

A Chapter 13 bankruptcy is an excellent solution for those with steady,

permanent income to substantially relieve their debt load. A Chapter 13 filing

can also help homeowners to stop foreclosure action and potentially

eliminate their second mortgage.

If you are overwhelmed by debt or losing your property, the federal

bankruptcy code provides protection. Bankruptcy law can protect you from

foreclosure, repossessions, creditor harassment, judgments, and lawsuits.

Once your bankruptcy has been filed, creditors can't even contact you and all

collection efforts must stop immediately.

For some, the only way to free themselves from crushing debt is through

bankruptcy. Many have no other options. Circumstances of everyday life,

such as injury or sickness, job loss, or unexpected expenses can drastically

reduce your options. Bankruptcy can help you to take control of your life

again and start working toward the future instead of just worrying about how

you will pay your bills today.

Options available include Debt Mediation, Bankruptcy, and Debt
Consolidation

At our firm, we focus primarily on the best solution for each of our client’s

unique and individual situation. That means that we are well-versed in the

laws and regulations pertaining to the best options to put our client on the

road to recovery. All of our lawyers have access to the full resources of our

network. The unlimited support your lawyer receives makes it easier for them

to serve your best interest. If you are looking for solutions and a firm that is

competent and skilled in handling your financial situation or case, then look

no further. Our firm provides information, legal assistance and representation

for the following:

Debt Consolidation

Debt Mediation

Bankruptcy overview

Chapter 7

Chapter 13

Bankruptcy myths

Life after bankruptcy
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